# Letter from the Dean

## Headlines

- Class Day 2016
- Rendon (‘18) Receives John T. Wolf Award
- Revealing the Molecular Mechanisms of Viruses: Wave of the Future and more

## Featured Faculty

- Deborah Hogan, PhD

## Student Spotlight

- Mike Lauria (‘18)
- Kellyanne Johnson, MPH Candidate

## Voices of Geisel

- Why Get a Liberal Education?

## Alumni Album

- John Lawrence, MD (Med’79)

## Giving

- Center for Health Equity Inspires Alumni Support
- Sustaining the Passion
- Reading Surgeons, Reading Patients

## Art of Medicine

- Personal Gestures: Three Medical Students Reflect on Why They Dance
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**Features**

1. **Charting a Course for Success**
   - By Tim Dean
   - Geisel looks to the future amid challenges in academic medicine.

2. **Geisel First-Year Students Are MAD (Making a Difference)**
   - By Susan Green
   - New course has students pitching proposals to improve health care.

3. **Opening Eyes and Doors**
   - By Tim Dean
   - Undergrads experience research first-hand at Dartmouth.
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